
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 9/17/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom 
line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Technicals: Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term 
trader, Allendale uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price 
momentum, define key support and resistance levels as well as advise where key pivot 
points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn bulls. We also 
include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end 
of the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close 
or if weakness is ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are 
available within our Allendale Advanced Charts. 
 
Corn Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec          3522        3480             3480        3750       3490 
Mar          3690        3650             3640        3850       3660 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Nov          9684        9150             9060        8130       9546 
Jan          9834        9300             9220        8220       9692 
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2  Pivot   Last Wks Close 
Dec   CBOT   8750        8570             8530        5680       8460 
Dec   KCBT   8580        8360             8240        5650       8290 
Dec   MGEX   8250        8030             7940        5710       7950 
 
Observation: Most at risk for breeching the major initial moving average is 
March and Dec corn futures. Soybean and wheat have plenty of cushion before 
testing the #1 MA.  
 
As Discussed Last Friday: the chance the October crop production report for a bigger 
corn yield than the increase in the Sept report is overwhelming (see next section). 
For soybeans the odds are fairly close to 50/50. Dating back to 1965, there were 19 
years when the soybean yield was reduced from the August to Sept soybean crop 
production report. However of those 19 years, there were ten when USDA continued to 
lower the soybean yield in the October report leaving nine years when they adjusted 
yield higher. The maximum amount USDA continued to lower its yield estimate was by 
2.4 bushels per acre in 2003 and the minimum of .1 bu per acre in 1990. Of the nine 
years when USDA adjusted yield higher the maximum amounts was 3.5 bu per acre in 2004 
and minimum amount of .4 bu per acre in 1969 and twice by .6 bu per acre in 1975 and 
1989. If we look to the most recent ten years, 40% of the time USDA has adjusted 
yield higher from the August to Sept crop production report by an ave amount of 1.2 
bushels per acre and lowered the Aug to Sept report by 50% of the time by an average 
amount of 1.3 bu per acre. Over the most recent ten years the maximum yield 
adjustment higher was 3.5 bpa in 2004 and max adjustment lower was 2.4 bu per acre in 
2003. Using this range the Oct report could see a yield of 44.9 bpa and a low of 39 
bushels per acre for a production range of 2.468 billion bushels to 2.842 billion 
bushels vs the present Sept estimate of 2.619 billion bu. Odds since 1965 slightly 
favor a reduction in yield and production while the most recent ten year ave suggest, 
flipping a coin. 
 
Can They Get Bigger: the questioned asked is if the corn and soybean yield increased 
from the August to September USDA crop production report, can these crops get bigger 
by the time we happen upon the October crop report? The answer is yes for corn and a 
47% chance for soybeans. 
     There have been 20 years dating back to 1965 when USDA found greater corn yields 
in the September corn crop report vs the month of August. Most recently was in 2005 
with an Aug to Sept increase of 4 bushels per acre and then another 2.9 bpa increase 
in Oct. In 2004 there was a 1 bpa increase from Aug to Sept and then a 8.5 bpa 
(record increase) from Sept to the October report. Of the 20 years when there was an 
Aug to Sept increase, 17 years there was an increase in the Oct report or 85%. 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


The three years when the Oct yield was trimmed it was by an 1.3 bpa in 2006, 1.4 bpa 
in 1990 and 0.9 bpa in 1968 thus the frequency is very wide. Over the most recent ten 
years when USDA either raises or lower the bushels per acre for corn from the Aug to 
Sept crop report there has been 70% odds of an increase of 3.1 bushels per acre and 
could suggest a yield of 158.9 bpa in the Oct 2007 crop production report. The high 
end of the range has been 8.5 bpa for a potential of 164.3 bpa and a low end of .6 
bpa for a potential 156.4 bpa. To surmise, odds overwhelmingly favor an increased 
corn yield when USDA releases its findings on October 12th. Discuss you trading plan 
according with your Allendale representative. 
 
Soybean Fundamentals: temps colder than expected and traveling further south than 
expected this recent weekend and with crop maturity only 1-2% better than its five 

year average suggest crop damage 
was likely to have occurred, see 
this mornings Weather Watch 
page. However Allendale suggest 
to what extent the damage 
occurred, actual harvest results 
may be required to get a real 
handle on a percentage. A new 
life of contract high for May 
2008 soybean futures and only 
pennies away from the elusive 
$10/bu mark is likely to attract 
re newed interest for S America 
to buy more planted acres and 
its second consecutive record 
crop. However farmers in the 
north and central region are 

concerned of dryer and warmer soil conditions within Brazil. 
 
New Crop Soybeans: central Midwest basis levels wider than average but do not offer 
sufficient carry from Fall to Dec delivery, signaling the market is not willing to 
pay to store soybeans. The economics suggest to move the soybeans and store the corn. 
Realize of course crop developments in South America could have direct impact on the 
potential weakness or strength of soybean futures and cash developments with the US 
this Fall and early winter. Since 2000 there has been a tendency for the peak cash 
price received on a national level to occur in Nov-Dec time frame. 
 
Soybeans World End Stocks: at 50.13 million tonnes (1.84 billion) compare to last 
months estimate of 51.63 million tonnes and compare to 63 million tonnes last year 
and 53 million tonnes the yr prior. 
 
World End Stocks to Use: projected to be 16.3% vs 21.4% last year and represent the 
steepest drop of 5.1% dating back to 1980. 16.3% is still above the recent 2003 level 
of 15.3%. 
 
US Domestic Stocks: at 215 million bushels they represent the tightest stocks dating 
back to 2003's 112 million bushel and 2006-07's 555 million bushels.  
 
US End Stocks to Use: at 7.3% they are lower than last years 18% and 2005/06's 15.6%, 
close to 2004's 8.6% but well above 2003's 4.4% which is a record low dating back to 
1980. 
 
Trade Position: we are willing buyers of soybeans, soybean meal and soybean oil 
because of the outside influence of crude oil, feedwheat, evident smaller than 
average soybean end stocks and Brazil's weather problems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Corn Fundamentals: futures remained focused on potential supply with the transition 
of demand resting around the corner. Allendale remains bullish on demand and 
tightness in global corn stocks. We remain cautious with regards to potential supply 
building as per the study above and actual reports from clients suggesting better 
than anticipated yields. 
 
Crop Conditions: the trade was anticipating 1% better to 1% weaker vs 61% good to 
excellent a week ago. Results from the National Ag Statistics Service suggest the 
crop gained two percentage point and 
now registers 63% good to excellent.  
 
Marketing: dating back to 2000 if you 
seek a seasonal tendency when cash 
corn prices peak it has been the Dec 
time frame. With the potential for a 
domestic stocks build up, cash m
are willing to pay sufficient storage 
out at least to the month of Fed. We 
remain hedged in Dec futures. 

arkets 

 
World End Stocks: at 105.44 million 
tonnes (3.87 billion) compare to last 
months estimate of 51.63 million 
tonnes and compare to 102.23 million 
tonnes last month and last years 101 
million tonnes. 105.44 million tonnes 
are the fourth tightest dating back to 1980 with the record low of 89 million tonnes 
in 1983. 
 
World End Stocks to Use: projected to be 12.3% vs 12.4% last year. At 12.3% end 
stocks to use they represent the tightest on record dating back to 1980. 
 
US Domestic Stocks: at 1.675 billion bushels they compare to old crop stocks of 1.142 
billion bushels and well above the tightest on record dating back to 1995's 426 
million bushels. 
 
US End Stocks to Use: at 13.1% they are above last years 10% but lower than 2005/06's 
17.5%. 
 
Trade Position: Allendale has written orders to buy Dec and Mar corn against building 
trend line chart based support. Fundamentals remain supportive for corn as long as 
projected end stocks remain below 1.7 billion bushels and domestic and world wheat 
end stocks remain tight, which they are. 
 
Wheat: as of this writing no word from ABARE of Australia on its wheat production 
estimate. The trade seems focused on production very near 18 million tonnes vs USDA 
last Wednesday estimate of 21 million tonnes. Looking past this headline for today, 
the crop is in the heading phase and with a seven day precip outlook which is bleak 
at best, no matter what ABARE publishes in the next 24 hours, the crop continues to 
decline in size because of its drought. India has bought wheat from its farmers at a 
$144 per tonne discount to US wheat for export price. India's government suggest it 
has sufficient supply and stocks to certainly carry domestic use through the end of 
2007 and will wait for prices to cool before re entering the world wheat supply. 
Translation, India likely to keep an eye on declining wheat production and holding 
pattern conditions in Argentina. If the balance of the two countries slide, look for 
India to re enter the world supplies without much notice. Signs of economic 
rationing, not very apparent with S Korea and Taiwan launching official tenders and 
news Pakistan plans to import 1 million tonnes of wheat because of drought. 
 
 
 
 
 



World End Stocks: at 112 million tonnes (4.1 billion) are the lowest in 30 years. 
Dating back to 1980 stocks reached a low of 113 million tonnes in 1980 and 1981. 112 
million tonnes (down 11%) compares to last years 125 mil tonnes, 2005/06's 149 
million tonnes and 2004/05's 151 million tonnes, a four year slide is still very much 
in place. However dating back to 1980 there was a five year slide which occurred from 
1999 to 2003 when world stocks of 205 million tonnes slide to a level of 132 million 
tonnes by 2003 for a reduction of 35.7%. The present four year slide has had a 
reduction of 26%. 
 
World End Stocks to Use: projected to be 15.5% vs 17.2% last year and only the third 
time dating back to 1980 to be less than 20%, with an 18.9% level in 2003. World end 
stocks to use have never be as tight dating back to 1980 as they are presently 
projected. 
 
US Domestic Stocks: at 362 million bushels they represent the tightest stocks dating 
back to 1980 and lower than the old record of 377 million bushels in 1995. At 362 
million bushels they represent a three slide in projected end stocks. Most recently 
there was a four yr slide in US stocks dating from 1999 (946 mil bu) to 2002's 491 
million bushels. 
 
US End Stocks to Use: at 15.8% they are they equal 1995 level which is a record 
dating back to 1980. The 15.8% compares to last ears 22.3%. The most recent steepest 
drop was an 11% from 2001 to 2002. 
 
Crop Progress: the number one winter wheat producing state of Kansas is 6% its five 
year ave planting pace as is the 18 major states which produced 92% of the 2007 crop, 
6% behind normal. Viewed as 
supportive to new crop wheat 
futures. 
 
A Disaster: Australia growing 
season is coming to an end. Hopes 
were pinned on producing a 26 
million metric tonne wheat crop. 
Latest estimate now suggest a crop 
closer to 12-18 million tonnes 
because of the lack of rain. 
Typically the #2 world wheat 
exporter, it is now tied with 
Canada at a proposed 14 million 
tonnes as USDA cut 1.5 million 
tonnes from its export potential 
and still above 9 mil tonnes last 
year and 2.1 million tonnes 
below the 2005/06 marketing year. Latest word from southeast Victoria is farmers are 
unable to deliver on forward contracts written earlier in the year when rains enticed 
farmers to plant with a vengeance but the lack of follow through rains have left the 
country with two consecutive years of disappointment. 
 
Trade Position: the fundamental facts are world supplies are challenged by aggressive 
demand. Lets see if India and or Egypt use the futures price correction to shop for 
world wheat. We are willing buyers technically to the #2 Moving Average levels and 
did enter the long side of Dec Chicago wheat futures last Thursday.......Joe Victor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Lean Hogs: Hog supplies are coming in more than adequate right now. Last week's 2.226 
million head kill was said to be the 
fourth largest kill in history. In 
recent weeks the kill has averaged 
3% higher. This morning we had noted 
clear expectations for a cash hog 
price bottom and we set for a run 
into early October. Instead of 
steady to higher trade most of 
today's action was at the steady 
mark with a few locations trying for 
lower bids. Tomorrow is called to be 
the same. On the futures end the 
trade was discouraged that a small 
shipment of pork from the US and one 
from Canada were rejected as they 
found Paylean residues in the pork. 
That has some concerned the big 
fourth quarter jump in exports to 
China are not quite a slam dunk yet. 

In the big picture we still expect a cash hog bottom soon and a moderate run higher 
into early October. However, we still contend the main move will be lower after that 
period and hold to the $65 to $67 downside target for December futures. We are 100% 
hedged through December and 50% covered for the January and February period. 
 
 
Live Cattle: We can understand the CME decline that happened today. Unlike the hog 
end supplies of market ready cattle are running about even with last year. After a 
strong run up in cash cattle prices 
with a lot of help from expectations 
from South Korea and Japan the trade 
is now writing the extra Japan 
exports out of the picture. We will 
note that on that run up in cash 
cattle prices packers were not able 
to maintain the equivalent rally 
in wholesale beef prices. Before 
Japan was written off they were 
already in red ink. Now with Japan 
out of the picture they are in 
trouble. Losses of $30 per head can 
be seen. On late Friday they stuck t
their guns and were only able to 
garner limited sales at $93. That wa
$2 lower than the previous week. A 
few more sales at the same price wer
from the summer low of $86 up to $95 two weeks ago. It would not be hard to see 
something down to $91 in the next couple of weeks. This fits into our expectations
a short term break. We do however still contend a long term up trend is still in the 
plan. $101.50 to $102 is our target for the February contract. On the feeder end we 
missed our recommended sales targets last week but still look for downside to $113 
for the January and $110.50 for the March...Rich Nelson
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 always, if you havAs e questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or 

he thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are 

 

send an e mail to research@allendale-inc.com 
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